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Back in 1991, we knew right away we had
a good thing going with Mechanix Wear
Gloves. However, we had no idea what
kind of revolution we would start. Before
1 team
we knew it, we had every NABCAR
asking for our gloves along with just about
every other high profile motorsports team
in every type of racing! As a result of the
exposure, everyday mechanics, technicians,
construction workers, tradesmen, do-it
yourselfers, industrial safety personnel,
law enforcement, emergency service
workers and military professionals all
began using our gloves and all agree
that they help you:

WORK FASTER,

SAFER, CLEANER

The #1 Glove in NASCAR.
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COUNTING

started the high performance work glove category. Twenty years of
ion has now created 100 different styles of work gloves. They all have their
viding hand protection. From basic protection to gloves that are fire retardant,
ight type of hand protection you need. The Tool That Fits Like A Glove
4
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SEAMLESS PALM

THE

Single layer seamless
var tsr sprayed
and deeterity.

ORIGINAL CE

SEAMLESS PALM

THE ORIGINAL
5

GLOVE LIGHTCE

Single layer seamless
yal si tsr irs preyed tit
and deoterity.

THE GLOVE THAT STARTED IT ALL

ORIGINAL SPECIALTY LINE

Despite its imitators, sar Original’ Glove rewaios in a category all its own. Tried, tested and proven
tor over 20 years, it provides the perfect blend of flecibility and protection. Darablo synthetic leather,
stretch spandec finger gassets and a new flecible TPR wrist closare allow for a comfortable and snng
fit. With its gamnt of practical and tnnctional featnres, it’s no serprise that the Original is the wost
recognized and wost troqoeotly worn glovo for anyone with a toolbos. i p,’eea

inst hecaose the day is done, doesn’t mean yon are and now yno don’t have to be. The Glove Light
combines the tit, tool and fooction of The OriginaV with an adjostabln 8mw LEO that gives yon 25,000
MCD. With easily replaceable AAAA batterins that last 14 boors, yoo’re snrn to got the job done on time.
Whether it’s low light or no light, The Original Glove Light is the right fit.

AVAILABLE COLORS

AvAiLAnLcSizrs

AVAILABLE COLORS

noon

• GLOB-OR BLACK

—

MG-Ui YELLOW •MG-n2 cEO •MG-03 nLor •MG-05 BLACK •MG-09 OOARCL

-

non

—

1.AvAILA.B}E1zcS
S

-

BOL

I

N”NC
MATERIAL 4X’

ULTRA FEEL

gh abrasion
Material 40 res sts
posctere and tearing
better thaa leather.

0.5mm synthetic leather
tone tits hand tar
precision work.

1!

MATEFIIAL4X

COMFORTABLE FIT
Two way stretch

ORIGINAL

INOEX FINGER

THE ORIGINAL

t.seiei synthetic leather
wrays tarot tioger for
ecreased deeterity
and yrotectinn.

Srandex tsr tsr the

olti sate

iii

csiotsrt

and tit.

ORIGINAL SPECIALTY LINE

O.5mm

ORIGINAL SPECIALTY LINE

The glove that goon es oar name io motorsports rotarns again, this time with Material 4X palm and
fingertips. Ecciosively developed br Mochanis Wear’ Material 4X’ otters soperior wear, higher abrasion
and greater pnnctare resistance when compared to leather. Unlihe loather, Material 4X is completely
machino washable, mahing this glove as practical as it is popalar With the same fit, tool, and dootority
of oar Original’ Glove, this glove provos that a good thing can jast hoop getting better. macsea

When yon need the tactile control of bare hands while still wearing gloves, got the Original 0.5. Oar
most dostoroas glove featoros a now more soppin 0.5mm synthetic leather palm, fingertips and thomb,
allowing tar saporior tool and pinpoint procision. Non—lined, foor-way stretch spandec tingor gassots and
thomb panel and stretch Lycra tingor panols provide altimato flooibility. Iapaeaa

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE SIZES

AVAILABLE COLORS

• MG4-5 BLACK

S

•HMG-05 BLACK

,

-

OOL

—

SIZES

-

S

-

OXL
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EXTRA DURABILITY
Clarinu BAR’ covers
high wear areas txr
better wear.

/J4
REINFORCED
THUMB

THE ORIGINAL

Synthetic leather
oxerlaid with TPR dots
wrapx around thumb
and indevtinger.

G R I I CE

ORIGINAL SPECIALTY LINE

REINFORCEMENT

THE ORIGINAL®

HIGH ABRASION CE

Clarinv” HAR ‘wraps
around tep et thumb and
fingers tsr added turabilily.

ORIGINAL SPECIALTY LINE

Work smarter, not harder with the Mechanix Wear Original Grip Glove. We’ve covered the synthetic
leather palm, fingertips and thumb of our Original’ Glove with a sonic-welded, TPR dot pattern,
allowing you to use less strenuous effort when gripping. The dot pattern displaces liquid for better
traction and rolls over to the top of the index finger and thumb for more intricate tasks. impeded

Stop throwing away perfectly good gloves due to shredded fingertips. We’ve covered the fingers and
thumb of our Original’ Glove with ultra grip, longwearing Clarion High Abrasion Resistant (HAR
material. Extending up the fingertips, this material provides 60% more coverage and protection in
these high wear areas and fuses into synthetic leather or spandeo at the top of each finger, reducing
potential failure of fingertip seams, meowed

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE SIZES

AVAILABLE COLORS

• MGG-D5 BLACK

S

-

BOL

AVAILABLE SIZES

MGP-08 BLACK

S

-

uuL

ELASTIC CUFF
Soug-tittmg cutt
keeps lose iii place
while stferjn,; e,rnyon
and oft tlexibil:y

rflrn

,1
TOP VENTILATION

THE ORIGINAL

VENT

Lightweight breathable
mesh keeps hands cool.

CE

SECURE FIT

FASTF IT® CE
POWERFUL’

ORIGINAL SPECIALTY LINE

Anatooiically cut thumb
area of palm prevides
an exceptional tnt,

RMANCE AT A GREAT VALUE

When the heat index rises, our Original Vent Glove gives your hands the protection and cooling you
need. Perforated synthetic leather palm, tingers and side panels merge with a breathable mesh top,
allowing circulation throughout every part of the glove. A strategically placed microfleece thumb panel
serves as a convenient place to wipe the sweat inevitably falling from your brow. Ipoeied

Professionals and enthusiasts agree the Mechanix Wear FastFit’ Glove is a toolbox must-have.
Continuous stretch panels between fingers provide a snug fit and the elastic cuff offers easy on and
off flexibility. Synthetic leather wraps from thu palm around to the thumb and index finger pruxiding
increased protection and better wear when handling tools. Hands stay cool, dry and comfortable with
moist ure-wicking TrekDry’ material around the wrist, thumb and fingers. loped

AVAILABLE COLORS________

AVAILABLE SIZES

AVAILABLE COLORS

S

•MFF-02 RED

—-

-

—

-

-

MGV-OO OnEy

-

XXL

•MFF-03 BLUE

•MFF-O5 BLACK

,,J,,AVAILABLE SIZES

--

S

-

Xiii
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FINGERLESS
DESIGN

KNUCKLE GUARD
Impact Guard”

Ultimate dexterity for
handling the smallest
of items.

integrated with TPR knuckle
and finger protection for
improved dexterity.

S.

V

1

IMPACT PALM

M-PACT®CE
EXTREME PROTECTION

IMPACT PALM
A second layer of
material aids ii durability
with POttON XRD tar
impact absorption.

IHE TOUGH JOBS

M-PACT®CE

A second layer of
mater al aids ia durability
with PORON XRD for
irripact absorption.

FING ER LESS

You talked, we listened. Returning to our roots, we completely redesigned the M—Pact Glove from
scratch. Offering full-coverage hand protection, the M-Pact’ features a new rubberized grip on thumb.
index finger and palm, and sonic welded molded rubber on knuckles and fiogertips. High impact
PORON XRD”” in the palm absorbs mare shock and vibration associated with repetitive tasks than its
much thicker, traditional EVA foam counterpart. Impornd

The M—Pact’ Fingerless Glove has been designed to combine the utmost deoerity with knuckle
protection. Featuring a new sonic welded molded rubber on knuckles, and high impact PORON XRD”
in the palm to absorb more shock and vibration associated with repetitive tasks than its much thicker,
traditional EVA foam counterpart. !ivood

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE SIZES

• MFL-05 BLACK

M!L

jAVAILABLE SIZES

• MPT-02 RED •MPT-03 BLUE r’MPT-BB BLK/GRY ‘MPT-51 BLK/Y •MPB-52 BLK/R S

-

XXL

.

a_i

Molded Keviar
split-knuckle shell
shields impacts for
opt ovum protection.

Accordion design with
dense EVA foam paddrag
reduces impact.

M-PACT” 2 CE

OL/OXL

ULTRA KNUCKLE
PROTECTION

EXTREME
KNUCKLE GUARD

MAX PROTECTION

-

IMPROVED GRIP
Rubberized grip panelo on
thunrb. fingertip and palm
mprove control.

GET TOUGH WITH US

M-PACT3 CE

For super protection and an unbelievable fit, try the M-Pact 2 Glove. Anatomically designed with
advanced features that include tapered stretch side panels that form comfurtably between fingers
and a molded Neoprene cuff for a seamless fit to your wrist. Weve also covered you by integrating
impact absorbing molded rubber finger protection and EVA deep ribbed accordion knuckle protection.
This glove has it all. ipoOd

When you want all-around heavy duty protection you want our M-Pact’ 3 Glove. It starts with a Kevlar
molded split—knuckle for superior protection. We then went a step further by adding impact—absorbing.
molded Thermal Plastic Rubber finger protection, along with an anatomically shaped multi-layer
leather palm with EVA interior foam padding. For comfort and flexibility, there’s a heavy duty stretch
panel and Spandex padded top.

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE SIZES

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE SIZES

S

• MP3-OU BLACK

S

• MP2-02 RI.D

•MP2-03 BLUE •MP2-O5 VLACK

Complete vnpacf protection
from fingertips to wrist area,
with inrpruved grip.

-

XXL

-

CL
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PALM PADDING

neinfurced and nih ssear
area, mliii TIP encased
POtION ViiO’ lreei ad
fer added canifari.

/0

AM

M RT(C

COMFORTAND
PR OTECT ID N
Bevnletivnarp honepcnnrb

0.5 M-PACT

eenskelefon shell adds
prciectinn and
structural integr ip.

MECHANIX RACE TECHNOLOGY

The MRT’ 0.5 M-Pact Glove continues our tradition et cutting edge race developed prodect. It otters
both high deoterity aed protection. A honeycomb ecosheleton integrates with a specially designed
robber beeckle ribbing tor top-nt-hand protection. It has a 2-stage palm et thinner 0.5mm dimpled
Clarinn Haeze in the tingers aed dual-layer EVA toam palm panels tor impact protection. The tingertips
and partial palm are also overprinted fur an eltra grip. This glove has it all. Imported
AVAiLABLE SIZES

AVAiLABLE COLORS

S -001

MRT-P5 eLAcK

MRT(C

ULTRA KNUCKLE
PROTECTION

M-PACT 2(C

Irrnpaci Cxard cnirrhnred
wdh POtION’ XtO
accordion kneckle for
‘

extreme pref net inn.

MECHANIX RACE 1

Carrying en in the MRI’ tradition, the new MRT M-Pach 2 has been tried and tested in racing and
is the nect generation of hand protection. Combining our new Impact Guard’S technology, a reinvented
accordion hnuckle, ribbed padded thumb geards, molded TPR encased toam heel pads, with a heavy
duty wrap—around TPR closure into one glove is a teat unmatched by any ether glove, mahing this the
most ectreme MRT ‘yet. impo,reu
AVAiLABLE siirs

AvAilAuLr COLORS

S

MRT-MP2 BLACK

I

-

eui

COMFORT

ER

13-gauve aeainlexs
I yen icr five bilitp and
breaihabd’tv.

1VO” ival r cocsfrecf en
k”spo vicar to a rrioimum.

—j

ifl
Nl

SECURE FIT

ORIP

KN IT I1 ITR i iE

E

Micra Eixish aifnile
cnativv adds ad
renisfance aad gripping.

Fi.B R I CI.I 11R

Large open cuff w fh hack and
levir clesure makes if easy to
get fhe gicee an and secured.

E

The Mechanic Wear Knit Nitrile glove was designed to provide the macimem all-around performance
for this category of gloves. A 13-gauge seamless liner combined with an evtended slip on cuff
otters comfort and breathability. A soft durable Micro Finish nitrile coating on the palm provides
protection to oil penetration and offers gripping to dry and slippery applications in non-hazardous
chemical environments. imporred

They don’t get any tonghnr than this. The 100% genuine leather, heavy duty Fabricator Glove is a
must-have for fabricators or anyone needing a sturdy leather glove. With heat resistant cowhide
panels, palm and fingertip reinfcrcomeofs, and a leather deal—layer knuckle band, if comfortably
handles all of the pcoishment you can dish out and then some. ioposed

AAi1AR 1 COLO0S

AVAiLABLE COLORS

AvAiLAnIc siZES

• MrS-Os OLACK

S-nfl

‘

ND-n5 BLACK

tAvAiLARLC SIZES
S!M

-

L/XL
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LEATHER

FIRE RETARDANT

EXTENDED
PROTECTION

One laper st Carksn-O
in t andeni wit Ii a levI tier
and Carbon-V palni.
SEt rat mo 33/I.

Integrated 18’ Kevlar’
sleeve protects from poor
wrist to pear elbow.

TEAM ISSUE
TM

HAPPY HOUR
When heat resistance is a must, the hard working Happy Hoor Glove delivers. Manotacterod with a heat
and tear rosistaet Kovlar 18” sleeve, Gordara finger gessots, and an all-leather palm with a second
layer palm patch for high—wear areas, this long—lasting glove gives you toll coverage from ynor fingers
to poor elbow. The easy slip-on style cuff has been constructed for a sopor-sucore fit. i.”sosed

AVAIL A B L E C0LO BC

AVAILABLE SIZES

• Fi1HH-05 BLACK

M

-

BL

LEVEL 1
Got Team lssue Carbon-X Level 1 Glove is constrocted with a stordy Carboo-X-Iinod gonoino loather

palm. It is bached with a comfortable top layer of fire retardant Carbon-X stretch-knit, shielding poor
ontiro hand. The glove’s wide loather cott with a hook and loop closure system allows for easy entry
and a fit yoo can trost. Meets or oocoods SF1 3.3/1 spocitications. s,poaea

AVAILABLE SIZES

AVAILABLE C0LOBS
COG-Il BLACK

S

HEAVY

-

BBL

4
CARBONXd

HEAVY CARBON-K

FIRE RETARDANT

FIRE RETARDANT

Corbnn-O with padded accordion
design to protect kvocklos.

Carbon-V and leather
vine this glove the SF1

SF1

rating

TEAM ISSUE
TM

LEVEL 5

rating 3.3/to.

3.3/s.

TEAM ISSUE
TM
47.6

The nire iBterise the conditions, the more protection yoo coed. We’ve integrated two layers of fire
retardant Carbon-X into the top, bottom, and fingertips of the Team lssoe Carbnn-X Level 5 Glove
before incorporating a high-density accordion dosige to shield knockles against impact. The glove is
then held tightly ie place wIth a hook and loop closare. Meets or eoceeds SF1 3.3/5 specifications

LEVEL 10

Be prepared for anything on race day. The Team lssou” Level 10 Glove is engineered as a shield
for yoor hands during safety, roscoo and foelrng operations. The fire retardant. three—ply Carbon—X
body with genuine leather reinforced Carbon-X lined palm and fingertips protects doring eotreme
sitoations. An internal elastic wrist band holds the glove secoroly in place. Meets or oocoods SF1 3.3/to
specifications.

AVAILABLE COLOOS
COG-LB BLACK

AVAILABLE SIZES
S

-

BOL

x

S’pT’&J

AVAILABLE COLOOS
COG-L1B BLACK

jAVAIEABLE SIZES

Is

-

OOL
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Their focus should be on the job or task and nothing else. The products and equipment
needed to create safe work environments for industrial and commercial workplaces around
the world is not unlike the different tools in a toolbox. No one tool is going to eliminate all
workplace hazards, but when hand protection is required, they choose to equip their toolbox
with our high visibility performance work gloves.

GLOVEGUIDEVOLUME23

I ‘ILFCTIVE
3M retlectiue strip panel
ucruss tup ut hand tur
added nisitility.

SAFETY MI-VIZ

SECURE FIT
Anstsinicully cut thvn’b
urea et palis prnuides
an eeceptiunul fit.

FASTFIT’ CE

SAFETY HI—VIZ

ORIGINAL

CE

The Safety FastFit ‘glove provides a high-visibility outer shell with ANSI-107 compliant reflective
and fluorescent materials to mahe you more conspicuous in hazardous worhieg eoviroemeots.
High-visibility, moisture wichiog TrehDry material wraps the top at yoer hood and 3M reflective mb
provides luminance. Synthetic leather safeguards your palm for improved wear when handling tools,
and the elastic cuff otters a secure, second-shin fit with easy on/ott tleoibility. Imponed

You can’t beat the Safety Original Glove for performance, comfort and safety in industrial environments.
We’ve customized our signature Original’ Glove with high—visibility Day—Glow two—way stretch Spandee,
and a bright, Day-Glow, Color-Fast synthetic leather palm. There is also a Mechaniv Scatter graphic
pattern printed with 3M Scotchlite reflective ink to odd a visual effect when illuminated. i

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

• Hr-Al HI-VIZ YELLOW

,J000ILABLE SIZES
S

SFF-BB HI-VIZ ORANGE

-

OnE

5MG-Al Hi-Viz YELLOW

AVAILABLE SIZES
5MG-BA l-ViZ ORANCE

S

-

HI

(‘I
PINCH POINT

I
SAFETY HI-VIZ

M-PACT

CE

PACT PALM
A secund layer ut
muturial aids is durability
with PORON XRO tur
nspuct ahsurptiun.

Utilizing ANSI-1O7 compliant materials, the Safety M-Puct’ glove provides high-visibility impact
protection for hazardous worhing environments. Fluorescent, moisture wiching TrebDry” material
wraps the top of your hand and 3M’ ‘reflective inh provides luminance. When the going gets rough,
sonic welded molded robber impact guards eutend from your hnuckles to your fingertips for critical
impact and pinch point protection. The high-visibility palm features Armorteo’ grip panels fur control
and high impact PORON’’ XRD palm podding for comfort and relief day in and day out. Ims’oaea
AVAILABLE COLORS

•SMP-9l HI-VIZ YELLOW

AVAILABLE SIZES

•SMP-B9 el-VIZ ORANGE

EXTREME
KNUCKLE GUARO

Iwpact Guard
iiitevruted with OPt knuckle
and tiever pretectiun fur
improned deeterity.

S

-

nni.

Accnrdien desiOn with
dense EVA tuam padding
reduces impact.

SAFETY HI-VIZ

M-PACT2

CE

MAX PROTECTION
Cuinpiete impuct protectinn
truin tisvertips tu wriut with
nipruned grip areau.

For super protection and on unbelievable fit, try the M-Puct’’2 Glove. Anatomically designed with
advanced features that include tapered stretch side panels that form comfortably between fingers and
a molded Neoprene cuff for a seamless fit to your wrist. We’ve also covered you by integrating impact
absorbing molded rubber finger protection and EVA deep ribbed accordion knuckle protection. For
added visibilty the glove has high-visibility Day-Glow two-way stretch Spundeu and printed reflective
ink un the knuckle. Imposed
/
AVAILABLE COlORS
SP2-Bl Hi-Viz YElLOW

AVAILABLE SIZES
S

-

BOL
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Top of baird Biofeam padding
wifh integrated rubber
molded exoskeleton extending
from fingertips to wrist.

SAFETY SPECIALTY

CE

M-PACT®ORHu

Armortex rubberized grip
and synthetic leather palm
with EVA foam heel pad.

Be prepared for everything. Originally designed for work on oil rigs and platforms, the Safety M-Pact
ORHD is rugged enough to handle the most difficult of tasks. A robber-molded exoskeleton integrates
with a Biofoam padded top of hand and extended cuff for complete protection. The rubber molding
extends to the fingertips for pinch point protection. The palm is double reinforced with Armortex
and Kevlar stitching for extra durability and grip in slick conditions. High visibility reflective material
is located on the fingertips, wrist and palm. impo,vz
AVAILABLE SIZES

AVAILABLE COLORS

S

SHO-ni HI-VIZ YELLOW

-

XXL

5mm EVA foam encased in a
molded TPR shell and a vinyl
cuff shield protects the
back of the hand.

TPR molded fingertips, thumb
guard and padded knuckle
provide full coverage for the
top of the hood.

SAFETY SPECIALTY

SAFETY SPECIALTY

•
M-PACT®EXP —I------

Red silicone prorled indee finger
and palm for ariderl grip while
P000N XRO cushions
the palm

High impact job situations require highly visible hands. We’ve covered almost every area of
the Mechanix Wear Safety Specialty M-Pact EXP-f’ with reflective and hi viz material to make
hands easy to locate and identify on the job, with PORON’ XRD palm pads for impact protection,
a second layer of high abrasion resistance rubberized grip, and a red silicone panel in the
primary gripping area. This glove will be the standard in safety hand protection. IpOd
AVAILABLE COLORS

A XMP-91 HI-VIZ YELLOW

-

•XMP-95 BLACK

M
M-PACT®EXP-2

To safeguard often forgotten wrists in high impact situations, we created the Mechanio Wear- Safety
Specialty M-Pact’ EXP-2”. This glove features an extended and embossed vinyl cuff designed to
dull potential impact to the outer wrist. A rubberized top of hand is protected by a 5mm EVA encased
TPR shell, highly visible red silicone coverage with anatomically interspersed flex points for excellent
dexterity, and a molded flex thumb guard makes this the ultimate in impact hand protection. iped

AVAILABLE SIZES

AVAILABLE COLORS

S

A XP2-91 HI-VIZ YELLOW

-

eel

Red silicone gripping
areas cover fingers and air
enrbedded PORON XRD
cushioned palm.

AVAILABLE SIZES
• XP2-95 BLACK

S

-

XXL

15
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c4

fri

CUT RF5lSTAN
ArmvrCnre cut rs stant
fabric shields the hand.
wh le PORON ORB knuckle
padding and TPR bumpers
prnv de impact protect inn.

ArinvrCvre fabric
meets ASTM/CE Level 5
stavda rds fvr cut avd
puncture rexistance.

I
LJ
EXTRA GRIP

II
UTILITY

CE

IMPACTSHIELDI
,

.

and reducing seam wear. EVA foam padding with breathable, two-way stretch spandev covers the top of the
hand and evtends up the length of each finger for extra protection. Light palm padding otters a comfortable
and secure grip. i,p,ied

aruund the fingers, positioning seams higher up to eliminate bulkiness and seam wear.

S

-

S -001

CTS-505 NATURAL

XXI

irna

jAVAILABLE SIZES

AVAILABLE COLORS

IAVAILABLE SIZES

CFF-505 BLACK/NATURAL

A second layer of leather and
sulveirt free silicone dots on
top of our cut and pavcture
resistant fabric increases
protection and grip.

To meet the challenge of cut and puncture risks on the job, we created the Mechanix Wear ArmorCore”
Impact Shield Glove. blade in the liSA, SAPREX ArmorCore our proprietary cut, puncture and abrasion
resistant fabric, covers the entire glove to shield the hand inside and out. 4mm PORON XRD’ foam
knuckle padding adds impact protection while silicone printing on the fingertips aids with grip, and
genuine goatskin leather on the palm and thumb serves as secondary shields. Fingertip material wraps

Designed to make cut and puncture protection available to a variety of users, the Mechanix Wear
ArniurCore’ Utility Glove features SAPREX ArmorCore’ our proprietary cut, puncture and abrasion
resistant fabric, on the palm and fingers. The fabric wraps around the fingers, eliminating bulky seams

AVAILABLE COLORS

PALM PROTECTION

PRMORCORE’

Strategically placed s licvne
dxts situated on top of our cut
and puncture resistant fabric
provide evtra grill.

Muldcd hard kiruckle TPR
and finger guards protect
against impacts.

RMORCORE’

EXTRICATION

CUTR

(

‘

LEATHER

‘

ArmorCore faIrer
meets yr exceeds ASTM/CE
Level 5 fur cot and
puncture resiotance.

I

,

EXT-505 BLACK

AVAILABLE SIZES
‘‘S

-

XXL

CE

EXTRICATION

Fire. Safety and Rescue professionals all can use the hand protection offered by the Leather Extrication
glove. Premium leather protects the palm and between fingers while reinforced Kevlar panels add
grip and puncture resistance. The top of the hand is protected by a Keviar outer shell as well as TPR
knuckle and finger protection. An elastic gaiter cuff keeps debris out, making this glove versatile
enough for everything from extrication to overhaul. iprtd

For use by Fire, Safety and Rescue professionals, this super—duty glove represents the ultimate combination
of advanced protective technology and highest quality materials. SAPREX ArmorCore our proprietary
cut, puncture and abrasion resistant fabric, lines the palm side of the glove and is reinforced with geeuine
goatskin leather in high wear and gripping areas. The top of the hand is protected by a Kevlar outer shell
as well as TPR knuckle and full-length finger protection. Combined with reflective materials throughout
the top of hand and fingertips, this glove has it all. i,p#d
AVAILABLE coons

it
Premiuvr leather
with Arnrnrtev
reinforcement panels.

i

AVAILABLE COLORS
EXT-75 BLACK

AVAILABLE SIZES
S -001
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TOOLS FOR

COLD
WEATHER
DON’T SACRIFICE IN THE COLD. Whether they are shoveling the

season’s first snow or at the job site when they would rather be inside,
Mechanix Wear® Cold Weather Gloves insulate them from the elements
and keep them going. They provide the protection and offer the performance
requed when the temperature drops but there is still work to be done.

0

__________________________—
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FLEECE
Light weight fleece top

HEAVY WEIGHT KNIT

Elongated knit cuff keeps
glove secued nr use under
or veer jacket sleeve.

for added warnith.

.

u

GRIP PALM

WATERPROOF PALM
COLD WEATHER

THERMAL KNIT CE

MicrvEinish coating

provrdes a dry and
secure grip.

Rubberized fingertips
and palm area for
added grip.

COLD WEATHER

FLEECE UTILITY

An all-purpose guy needs an all-purpose glove, but not just an ordinary glove will do. Introducing
our new Thermal Knit Glove. This one-of-a-hind glove features a patented MicroFinish’ palm coating
for superior grip, flexibility and waterproof protection. The heavyweight knit shell with extended
cuff offers breathable warmth when the temperature drops. From grabbing firewood to changing oil
or anything in-between, our new Thermal Knit Glove allows for dexterity and feel while providing a
superior defense against whatever your hands encounter. i.

When it’s cold out, our Fleece Utility will do the job. A complete fleece outer shell protects your hands
from the elements, while rubberized panels on the thumb and index finger allow for gripping in damp
conditions. This glove is perfect to have on hand for a wide variety of tasks when the temperature
drops

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

• MEW-KB BLACK

AVAILABLE SIZES
‘M/L

-

nL/OXL

AVAILABLE SIZES

- OBL

MEW-UF BLACK

DURABLE WARMTH

Nylon shell for cnld condif inns
with accordion fnam panel
impact prnctectino.

1.,

GRIP PALM
COLD WEATHER

Rubberized high grin
water repellevt palni.

RUBBERIZED GRIP
Dual layer rather panels

COLD WEATHER

on fingertips and part al
palm for dvrability and grip.

WIND RESISTANTcE

WINTER ARMORxE

When the weather gets cold and the thermometer dips below 40 Fahrenheit. thats when you need
our cold weather protection for your hands. Manufactured to ward off the elements that make it tough
to do your job, this glove uses a combination of soft and comfortable heavyweight fleece, a wind
resistant lining, and a super-snug fit to create an impenetrable barrier between your hands and the
cold. Strategically placed rubberized panels and palm material make this an essential glove for cold
and damp conditions. Imp#d

Cold hands make it difficult to concentrate on just about anything else. With its full nylon shell, wind
resistant lining and water resistant rubberized palm, nor Winter Armor Glove provides protection against
the elements. so that you can focus on the job at hand. Additional features include a Velcro closure to

AVAILABLE COLORS_________
MEW-Wit BLACK

jAVAILABLE SIZES
S

-

XXL

prevent cold air, wind and snow from sneaking in, a dual layer rubberized panel in high wear areas and
EVA foam accordion knuckle protection that extends through the index and middle fingers. ipo#rd
AVAILABLE COLORS
MEW-WA BLACK

—-

AVAILABLE SIZES
S - oXL
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j

MATERIAL 4Xi.

GUANTLET CUFF

High abrasiun Material 1X”
reinturcement adds
durabiiitp at pour tingertips.

Eetvnded cult and tleeble
TPR knuckle prvtect the top
et the hand.

KNUCKLE PROTECTION

COLD WEATH ER

Full length TPR un lingers
and accvrntive knuckle
panel prutect against

LEATHER PALM

COMMERCIAL GRADE

Cvvuivvgvatskivpalm
with reivtvrced gvstskin
tivger and thuiub panels.

WITH

WINTER ARMOR PRO ciE

POLAR PRO

Evposed hands and raw weather jest don’t mm. For those who still need to work when the mercury
drops, we’ve created nor Winter Armor Pro. High abrasion Material 4X on the thumb and tingertips and
an internal, anatomically placed palm padding, this glove allows poe to complete tasks that reqeire the
deoterity ot hare hands. Fleece-lined with 3M Thinselate’
TM insolation and encased in a water repellent
nylon shell, the Winter Armor Pro provides maoimum warmth and wind resistance, imnoned

There’s cold weather and then there’s notreme cold weather. When you need a glove that protects well
beyond sot-zero temps, reach tor onr new Commercial Grade Series Polar Pro Glove. A heavy dety TPR
knuckle reduces impacts withoot compromising tleoibility. Cratted with genuine goutshin, a waterpruot
nylon eoterior, a lOOg 3M” Thinsulate’ and a Hypura waterproot liner, this glove is beilt br the bind
ot worb that wovid mahe other gloves shudder. i,’n.’aj

APAILARLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

McW-mp oLin

APAILARLE SIZES
S

-

ROE

GENUINE
LEATHER

3CE

AvARAeLE SIZES

MOW-PP SLACK

S

-

ROE

SHORT CUFF
Easy so sod ott cult and
silicone pslm tur grip.

G AU N TI ET CU FF

Lvvg gaentlet cutt with
tvrvsrsr heat pack pocket tvr
added warinith and silicone
prioted palm tsr grip.

I..

IMPACT PROTECTION

ORHD’ COLD WEATHER

SHORT CUFF

Oubherized segorents cuser
tva ut hacd and tingers ts
reduce impact pvteetial.

Tested tor eutreme cold conditions, the M-Pact ORHD Cold Weather Glove otters plush tleece interior
lining iosulated with lOOg 3M’ Thinsolote” and a H:pora’ waterproot liner encased in a heavy weight
nylon shell. Thich molded robber accordion-Ike segments provide impact and pinch protection. A
silicone-coated palm with special. anatomically interspersed tleo points dioerts fluid absorption without
compromising grip and deoterity. Retlnctive detailing throughout the glove ensures that hands remain in
sisual contact.
APAILAOLL COLORS
MOW-ORS OLACK

LONG CUFF
‘

APAILABLE COLORS

S

•Mcm-RRL OLACK

on

IMPACT PROTECTION
Ouhher’zvd segments cvsvr
tsp or hand aed lingers to
reduce impact potential.

Wmth the Mechuniv Wear” M-Pact GRHD’’ Cold Weather Glove, you’re one step ahead ot the cold.
Featuring a gauntlet length cett with a forearm heat pack pocket and a triple layer ot plesh tleece,
lOOg 3M’ Thinsulate” insulation, Hiperu waterproof liner and heavy weight nylon shell, this glove
provides ultimate warmth and protection. Reflective material along the tingers and thumb increases
hand visibility. A silicone palm wth anatomically interspersed tlnu points diverts fluids without
sacrificing grip and deuterity. Heat pack not incleded. 5”o’?o

APAILAnLE SIZES
-

Li

ORHD’ COLD WEATHER

.

-

APAILABLE SIZES
S

-

ORE
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THE

SEAMLESS PH
Single loVer seamless
pa lie tnt ivipraved hi
and deeteritV.

ORIGINAL CE

FULL VENTILATION

THE ORIGINAL’

VEN I

CE

Cnmtinatian of mesh and
permeated ivateici Is teen
hands coal in ihe heat.

Military yrotessionals deserve a glove that is desigeed to seit their needs. While Mechanic Wear made
its name in motorsports, we are no less seriaes aboat ocr tactical live of gloves. The versatile Original
Glove tits ineemerable tasks where general protection or eatra grip is necessary. As with all ot oar
gloves, we coestantly opdate The Original® asing the mast advanced technology and materials. “sw.’

Gent let the heat get to you. Eotremely hat or hamid conditions can caese sweaty hands, which leads
to lass at valuable central. Avoid this problem with The Origival’Vent Glove. It’s desigoad to pertorm in
the hottest weather and minimize heat build-up. Beat the heat wherever your mission takes yoa. sa’.’na

AOAILABLE COLORS

VVVILVRLE COLORS

AVAIL VOLES I Z ES
•MG-71 W000LANO CVMO

MO-OS COVERT

MO-U COVOTI

S

-

MOO-SO COVERT

001

AVAIl VCLE SIZES
S

-

001

I

IEIUIII LI: TUAF

o

EXTREME
KNUCKLE GUAItO
Accordion design with
dense EPA foam paddieg

liv Vact Ceard’ mdcv
finger replaces molded
TPV tar ionic dexterilV
when using hanil tools.

PAOOEO PALM
V necand loper at

M-PACT® CE

materal aids in

dnrabhlity with
V000N VRO tar
anpact absarptior

and lingers redoces impact.

M-PACT®2 CE

MAX l’ROTLCTIO.’

Cai’iplete enact prarechan
trani liegert ps te wrist area,

with iiprvaeri g’ip.

The glove that was designed to atsart panishment so year hands don’t, has been completely redesigned
tram scratch. Offering tall-coverage hand protection, the M-Pact teatares a new rabberized grip
on thomb, eden finger and palm, and sonic welded molded robber an kvackles and tingertips. High
M in the palm absorbs mare shack and vibration associated with repetitive tasks
impact PORON’ XRD”
than its mach thicker. traditional EVA foam coanterpart. wpnriea

For saper protection and an unbelievable fit, try thR M-Pacf 2 Glove. Anatomically designed with
advanced features that include tapered stretch side panels that form comfortably between fingers
and a moldRd Neoprene cotf for a seamless fit fo your wrrst. We’ve also covered you by integrating
impact absorbing molded robber finger protection and EVA deep ribbed accordion knockle protection.
This glove has it all. ii,w

VVVILVRL ECOLORS

AVAILABLE SIZES

AVAILABLE TOE OS

S

• MP2-S5 COVERT

MPT-55 COVERT

•MPT-11 wOODLVRO CVMO

Mpa-a2 COVOTE

-

001

IVV.ILVR,EE SIZES
S

-

OOL
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lii

COMFORTABLE FIT
Two-way stretch
Syandex toy tar tire
ultimate in cnmtnrt
and tit.

SEAMLESS PALM

THE

Sinhie layer seamless
palia tar i yrosed fit

ORIGINAL E”

and denterity.

ANTI- STAT IC
COMPLOANT SPANDEX

Our Original Olnno rennlot ionized the hand protection industry and has faithfully sernud its users
ener siece. We feel confident in its ability he some ifs country lust as well. Finn motorsports tn
constroctinu to tactical juts, the Original crosses bnundarius with ease and nursatility. Its track
record of successful performance makes it the bust choice fur all-amend general protuctiuu. Imnorrea
AVhILAOLE couos
MG-rOt OLhCK

AVhILhOLE SIZES

S oui
-

i

ttøol

ELASTIC CUFF
Snag tittiag cuff
keeps glnne ci place

wide at mering easy en
and oft fleeihil fy.

N’s’,
SECUREFIT
ANThSTA1IC
FAsTFIT®( E __
COMPLOANT

dnatninically cat themb
area nf yalin won des
au ccci yt anal f f.

Your jut is to use public rusuurcus wisely while simultaneously obtaining thu bust pussiblo product
fur your pursonuol: our goal is tu help you do that. Look oo further than our FastFit Oboe for those
important uyoryday jobs that require hand protection. Features iuclodo a Olarino synthetic leather
palm, Lyrca panels butwuuu thu fingers, two-way stretch Spanduo padded back aud a taller cuff for a
more secure fit. Impoaea
gyylLyugr COLyRS
Mrr-F55 OLhCO

viooirsizrs
S

-

OuL
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KNUCKLE GUARD

EXTREME
KNUCKLE GUARD

Molded rubber
exoskeleton rles gil adds
flexible knuckle protection

Accordion design with
dense EVA foam padding
reduceo impact.

ci

IMPACT PALM

M—PACTEvv’

COMPLIANT

Medium dexterity palm
pudding to reduce wear
and increase protection.
ANTI-STATIC
SPANDEX

MAX PROTECTION

M-PACT®2 ‘EhW

COMPLIANT

ANTI-STATIC
SPANDEX

Complete impact protection
front tingerfipo to wrist area,
with improved grip.

Managing risk also means avoiding unnecessary risks, especially those involving your personnel’s hands.

When you’re in the business of serving the public and managing risk, the MPact° Glove will help you get the
job done. This glove has consistantly proven its superior ability to perform and protect. Features include:
anatomically engineered direct sonic welded rubber top: EVA foam palm pads: tapered finger stretch side
panels: a Spandex stretch panel thumb area, and wrap-around rubber molded wrist closure. irnpo,led

We took our M—Pact Glove one step further by adding a molded Neoprene cuff for a seamless fit, impact
absorbing molded rubber finger protection and EVA deep ribbed accordion knuckle protection. Combine
these featores with those of our M—Pact Glove for a tried and tested risk management tool. Imported

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE SIZES

MP-F55 BLACK

S

-

001

MP2-F55 BLACK

AVAILABLE SIZES
S

-

001

REINFORCED PALM

M-PACT®3 (E’’

COMPLIANT

High dexterity palm
padding to reduce wear
and Increase protection.
ANTI- STAT IC
SPANDEX

Those empowered to make decisions also need to feel empowered to act upon them. The M-Pact’ 3
will give them the confidence to do so. This highly specialiZed glove combines the features of the
M-Pact’ and M-Pact’ 2 with the addition of Kevlar’ molded knuckles, impact-absorbing molded

Thermal Plastic Rubber finger protection and an anatomIcally shaped multi-layer leather palm with EVA
interior foam padding.
AVAILABLE COLORS
MP3-F55 BLACK

AVAILABLE SIZES
S

-

001
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I /

ELASTIC CUFF
Snug fiti i rig cuff
keeps glove iii place
while offenirit’ easy on
and xff flexibility

”
1
MOSSY OAK

4.)

m
IRtTFIT

THI TI I C E

SECURE FIT
Anatomically cut thumb
area of palm pruvalex
on exceptional fit.

Blend with the elements and add performance to your hands. Continuous stretch panels between
the fingers provide a snag tit and the elastic cuff offers easy on and off flexibility. Synthetic leather
wraps the palm extending to your thumb providing increased protection and better wear when handling
outdoor equipment. Moisture-wicking IrekDry’ material with Mossy Oak Break-Up Infinity
camouflage keeps hands cool, dry and comfortable. i,,”aa
AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAIlABLE SIZES

-

S

MFF-730 MOSSY OAK

-

001

MOSSY OAK
”
1

ORIGINAL CE

(4.)
MOSSY OAK

SEAMLESS PALM
Single layer seamless
polio fur ooproued fit
and deaf erity

Preparedness is the key to survival. The Mossy Oak” Origmal’ Glove utilizes Synthetic leather in the
palm and fingertips, extending the life of the glove while providing optimum dexterity when trudging
through the wildlund. Moisture-wicking TrekDry” material with Mossy Oak’ Break-Up’ Infinity
camouflage on the top of the hand keeps you cool, dry and comfortable. I’,,pod

AVAILABlE COLORS
MS-730 MOSSY OAK

AVAILABLE SIZES
S -001

I

.0.
DURABLE WARMTH

KNUCKLE GUARD

Nylon shell for cnld conditions
with accordian founi panel
impact prOcteciua.

lnrpact Guard
integrated with TPR knuckle
and tinner protect’on tur
improved dexterIty.

I

(

N

\5
OAKN

M PAC •I_
MOSSY

RUBBERIZED GRIP

IMPACT PALM

(
C
4.,_ 4%

MOSSYOAK
—

xxn

A second loper uf
material aids in durability
with PORON XRO
for impact absxrptixv.

Feel the intensity of the hunt, not the impact. The Mossy Oak” M-Pact” Glove features a new rubberized
grip on the thumb, trigger finger and palm for improved manual dexterity. High impact PORON” XRD’
foam lies within the palm to absorb shock and vibration to relieve hand fatigue on those long days in the
woods. With double stitching and dual panels in critical wear areas, nioisture—wicking TrekDry material with
Mossy Oak’ Break-Up” lnfinity’’ camouflage and sonic welded molded rubber knuckles and fingertips, the
all-new Mossy Oak” M-Pact” Glove is a lesson in functionality and protection. Inpo#d
AVAILABLE COLORS
MPT-130 MOSSY OAK

LAVAILABLE SIZES
S

-

XXI

1
M OSSY OA K’

Ouai layer rubbe’ panels
on trngertips one
palm fur durability nod Ally.

WINTER ARMORcE jb

Don’t let harsh temperatures compromise your focus. Featuring a full nyloo shell, wind resistant
lining and water resistant rubberized palm, the Mossy Oak” Winter Armor Glove provides critical heat
retention in cold, wet environments. High wear areas in the palm feature a dual layer, double stitched
rubberized panel for improved grip and durability. The low profile cuff allows for easy use with heavier
winter jackets and the EVA foam accordion knuckle guard offers critical dorsal protection. When the
mercury drops. the Mossy Oak” Winter Armor Glove with Break-Up” Infinity” camouflage provides
protection against the elements so you can get the job done. impOd
AVAILABLE SIZES
AVAILABLE COLORS
MWA-730 MOSSY OAK

S

-

001
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THE JOBSITE CHANGES BUT THEIR JOB DOESN’T, and neither do the
tools in their toolboxes. Skilled trade professionals only choose quality tools to
get the job done, and when it comes to hand protection, Mechanix Wear® is that
choice. When the job stretches from days to weeks they demand tools that last,
and hand protection is as important to them as any other tool in their toolbox.
True professionals need commercial grade performance work gloves.
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a

L
PADDED PALM
IMPACT
P RD TE CTID N

4mnr EVA padding in the
patio reduceu urhratrun.

Molded rubber design

adds knuckle prutectrua.

JU)
DURABILITY
Material 4X reintorced
ttarms and tincers tor
added durability.

DURABI’

COMMERCIAL C RA D E

Eutrenrely durabte Material do

IMPACT PRO

palm and targer parri, tor
comfort and pruteclren.

MAIERLIQ4X

coLoRs

C4td-29 MOSS

c04M-2n RUST

PADDED PALM MAfl4X
WITH

W!TC

The GG4X Series Impact Pro has protectioo where it cooots. A tienible molded robber exoskeleton
protects the top ot your haod trom impact aod abrasion. Material 4X reintorces poor konckles, tiogers
aod palms, addiog eotreme durability to high-wear and abrasioo prone areas.When the toughest job
calls tor the toughest gloves, teel sate koowing this is the glove built tnr evtreme protection. frpac
AVAILABLE

COMMERCIAL GRADE

Tte CG4X Series Padded Palm reduces tatigue and protects against vibration aud abrasion. A
combination ot Synthetic Leather and the all-new Material 4X reinforced tingers and thumb add
increased protection aod durability. Anatomically patterned deal layer palm padding will tight hand
tatigue while tackling your toughest ot tobs. s.rec

AVAtLALE SIZES

AVAILABLE coisns

S

• CC4P-29 MOSS

-

nut

AVAILARLL siars
S-eel

—

4

IV

Eli t’E. 1LLSS lttI I
Ultimate dexterity fur
handling vailu aud
ether umall temv.

Wide-opening elastic
cutE maken it easy
tu paU on and utt.

w%l

I)

I
DURABILITY
MaterLal 40 reinforced

COMMERCIAL GRADE

F RAM E R

thumb and palrir fur
added durability.
WITH

MATERIA4X

When the job is on the line, teel added protection trom Material 4X reintorced fingers. palm and
knuckle area. Anatomically shaped padded palm adds manimum movement and protection against
abrasion and tatigue while a tingerless indno and middle tinger deliver the utmost sensitivity when
handling the smallest items. imRnea
AVAILABLE COLORS
004F-29 MOsS

AVAILABLE SIZES
S

-

eel

DURABILITY
Material 40 reintorced

COMMERCIAL GRADE

UTILITY

fingertips and thunib for
,idded durability.

MATERIAL4X

Newlp designed to incorporate Material 40 oar CG4X Series Utility Glove delivers value without
comprumising perturmance. With Material 4X reintnrcnd tingers and thumb, this glove is more versatile
and durable than any other glove ot its kind. The two-way stretch Spanden top with a moisture wicktng
thumb panel adds comtort and control. guarantneing this is a glove you’ll want to wear tor any task. ssrna
‘.

AVAILARLE COLORS
CG4U-29 MOS

AVAILAULE SIZES

‘5- eel

29

________
$
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AIr leaf her tap at
band with PR ribbinc
creares a shell at darahditp.

ABLF MESH

MaId drabber di’sn van a
hrr ,rfhable en sli lap
prafnr fs a ,irrsi i arlr.’cts
and al.rasiaas

Jr
FULL LEAT’ CR °1i’
All leather paler and daal layer

COMMERCIAL GRADE

FULL LEATHLU

fingertips and fhawb
after ultimate darabrlitp.

fl

WITH

fl

GENUINE
LEATHER

HEAVY DUTY

Derived trvm ocr CG Heavy Daly Glove, the CG Fell Leather compliments those who require eveo more
leather protection. By addiog genuiee leather to the top ut the haed aod fioger torchettes. the GO Fell
Leather creates an all leather shell that is still protected by the identical multi-zooe palm padding,
molded rehher ribbing on the top of the haod aod thumb area, aod a low protile wrist closure ot its
predecessor.1•T:’
AVAILABLE SIZES

AVAILABLE COLORS
• CG5O-15 BLACK

COMMERCIAL GRADE

S

-

OOL

WITH

GENUINE
LEATH ER

FULL LEATHrR PALM
All leather palnr aad dual layer
tiagerfips and Ihumb
after a Ifiwafe durability.

The GO Heavy Defy Glove cao easily handle the toughest punishment your job can dish out. Our
top-ut-the-line answer for the worktorce requiring the ultimate protection against impact, abrasion
and fatigue. Manufactured with features such ns comtortable and breathable Genuine Leather, a
multi-zone padded palm combined with tlevible molded rubber ribbing tor protection, and a low protile
wrist cutt that allows tur a full range ot motion when using tools. an&
AVAILABLE SIZES

AVAILABLE COLORS
•CG40-15 BLACK

S

-

fOL

I

S

PABDEfl PALM
Anatainicaliy pa::erned

AR0
1
KNUCKLE “

Malded rubber desgn
adds knuckle protective.

4nim EPA padding
reduces sibratisa.

N’

-4

IEATHEP
Leaf her reintarced

IMPACT PALM

COMMERCIAL GRADE

IMPACT PRO

WITH

GENUINE
LEATHER

Eat remelV durable anainmically
patterned fsavi and apathetic
palm panels tar csrafari
and pint ed ion.

This high endurance glove protects your hands against the entrume stress that comes from using
heavy equipment. We fasud dual layer palm panels with entra padding along the middle of your palm
to prevent blistering. A tleaible molded robber ribbing en the toy of the hand and knachles create a
tleeible esoskeleton that sapports and protects. Topped oft with Genuine Leather, this gloae keeps yna
worhiog comfortably throughput the day.
AVAILABLE COLORS
C030-75 BLACK

AVAILAOLE SIZES
5
-

OOE

COMMERCIAL GRADE

PADDED PALM

/

WITH

fingertips and thumb far
added duiahilltp

GENUINE
LEATHER

Get serinas about protecting your hands against vibration, abrasion, and fatigue with oar CG Padded
Palm Glove. Manatactured with Genoine Leather and synthetic leather, as well as doable-density palm
protection, this glove has been developed for professionals thaf have to tachle high-impact projects.
Go ahead and grab a pair you’ll feel the difference .mnseea
AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE SIZES

• C025-75 BLACK

S

-

OXE

GLOVEGUIDCVOLUME23

DF
timate dexterity for
handling nails and
other small items

fl)

COMMERCIAL GRADE

FRAMER

WITH

GENUINE
.EATH ER

qE°
Anatvmrcally shaped padded
leather areas for comfort
and durability.

We have taken the real-world demands of framers, added racetrack technology, and integrated the
Iwo into a single glove that will blow away your expectations. A combination of Genaine Leather
and synthetic leather improves durability. A fingerless inden and middle finger deliver the utmost
sensitivity when handling nails and other small items. ipoad
jAVAILABLE SIZES

AVAILABLE COLORS
CR2175 BLACK

S

-

OXL

Wide-vpennig elastic
cuff makes it easy
to pull on and oft.

Tu

COMMERCIAL GRADE

UTILITY

WITH

GENUINE
LEATH ER

Leather reinforced
fingertips and thumb tsr
added danability.

1’—

Versatile and durable. our CG Utility Glove handles a wide variety of tasks around the job site.
Manufactured with high-grade materials, it delivers value without compromising performance.
Constructed with both Genuine Leather and comfortable synthetic leather for improved protection and
a wide opening elastic cuff for easy entry, we guarantee that this is a glove you’ll be reaching for over

and over again. i
AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE SIZES

• CGJ5-75 BLACK

S

-

XXL

LN

j

*1
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MOISTURE WICKING

PAOOEO PALM
Anutumicailv designed palm

Moisture wicking Trek Org
tsg st hand and
finger punnls.

padding mncrnaseu deetermtp

and rnduceu vmbrat us.

SECURE FIT

UTi ii 1•

Anatumically cut thumb
area strain prunides on

iur

KNUCKLE PROTECTION

PADDED PALM CE

CE

Lightly padded knuckle
and index finger
obnnrbs unpacin

An all-new design for 2012, this is the perfect Mechanin Wear’ ‘glove to have on hand for a variety of jobs
around the home. Two-way form fitting TrekDry’ ‘top and patterned finger areas give an improved fit and
feel to the top of ynar hand. Elastic cuff with hook and loop closare, and synthetic leather palm offer a great
fit aod the right amount of protection at an affordable price. meoaea

This Mechanic Wear Padded Palm Clove is great for fighting fatigue daring a long day ef work. With padding
on the top and palm of the glove and high density EVA foam palm padding, it otters complete comfort and
protection against impact and abrasion. Breathable mush cuff and Trek Dry’ tap panels wick away moisture.
Double stitch constrnctinn on the palm secares the contoared dual-thickness palm paddiug.uxpo ri

vvvivei cnnns

AvAILACLr cnnns

—

His-as OLACK

j000ILABLE sizEs

S 001
-

IH2s-ns CLOCK

—

-

AOAILAfiLI SIZES
S

-

001

L

IMPACT PROTECTION
lmrnct Guard” miles
finger cnwh ned wdh
mnnidnn PPR fur mnre
defermtp whec unmnn

hand fools.

IMpAcT PRO CE

Anatomically shaped

This Mechanmn Wear Impact Pro Glove offers serious protection when you need it most. Robber molded
panels ron along the fingers, protecting against impact and abrasion. Re nforced rubberized finger tips
increase protection to high wear zones. The new breathable mesh caff was designed to easily poll the glove
on and provide a full range of motion. A high impact protection pad is also placed at the palmbeel of the
glove for optimal protection against impact. vporrem
AOAILABLC COLORS
H30-H5 OLAcK

AnAILAnLE SiZES
S

-

001
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Improved pattern
apeciticalip cut tsr
the shape ut a
wuionos hand.

THE ORIGINAL®

WOMENS CE

IUJ J Ii S TA B LI C LOSU B E

Wrap-aruuod ruhber molded

wrist closure forms hetter
to wrist and
improves cumtort.

EASY ON/OFF
PVC pristed grip pattern

WOMEN S

UTILITY CE

vo odes sod thuorb with
Clanino Ours-Fit Syothetic
Leather palm.

Designed and engineered eeclusieely for a woman’s smaller hand, eur Wumens Glove gioes you a
super-firm grip by using a synthetic leather palm. We then add comfort and ventilation by
incorporating a padded two-may stretch Spaedeo back and stretch panels between the fingers. To
top it off, our Original’’ Glove inspired cuff and thumb make this a no—nonsense glove perfect fur
all-around use. Impaired

Anatomically engineered fur a woman’s smaller hand, our Womens Glove combines the lucury of
comfort in tandem with no-nonsense durable construction to create an all-purpose glove developed
especially for women. A super-firm grip is supplied by incorporating a Glarioo Duru-Fmt’’ Synthetic
Loather palm, and the ecceptiovul fit and feel comes from a two-way stretch Spnndeu buck and stretch
panels between fingers. It has everything you’re lookiog for in a versatile work glove. i”pama

AVAILARLE COLORS

AVAILABLE 5I75

AVAtLARLE COLORS

AVAILABLE SIZES

M-L

1011-12 vyvm;uNov 1011-17 SAGE

M-L

MG-OS CLACK

MG-72 GAMY

KNUCKLE GUARD
Impact Guard
iotvgrated wrth TPR kvucklv
sod tingvr protection tsr
mprvved deeterity.

fliP
Oserpinted putters tur
added grip.

flfl
-‘

WOM ENS

M-PACT CE

IMPACT PALM
A second layer of
material aids is mluratslity
with PORON’ XRD tsr
impact ahaorptioo.

A wooian’o work is oeser done, so we designed our Womens M-Pact glooe to help poe accomplish the
tooghest tosks on poor neoer-endiog list otto-dos’. Specifically bout to fit the contoars of a wowan’s
’
T
haod, the M-Pacb°° features a supple pet protective molded rabher top aod high impact PORON XRD
palm padding to redace impact, abrasioo. and oihration injories. A rubberized thewb, iodeo tioger and
palm teamed with our second-shin fit will prooide yoor hands with a leoel of precision and control you
deseree.
AVAIlABLE COLORS
MPT-OO GREY

AVAILAOLE SIZES
M-L

.

c LV

‘I

SEt [fLU ClEF
Lung, easy uv-utt cutt

£tW

design with tull

C.

elastic ctuaure.

TRADITIONAL CE

There’s something to be said for tradition. Timeless patterns and suothing culurs make working
in the garden a pleasurable, refined euperience. Breathable stretch fabric keeps hands cool,
dry and comfortable fur heers while durable synthetic seede protects fingertips and palms. irnpooeu
AVAILAOLE SIZES

AVAIL AOL Ecu L OR S
ETH-RNO RENOLZVOOS

ETH-SNK SNAKLSBIN

000-JOL JUBILEE

5-OL
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‘REi THAf
Breathable knit
top of hand.

9
I

rttrnw Pi CP

Patented MICROFINISH

—

Ltf€

.:.

CUR! ILILITY

GARDEN 4X

GARDEN UTILITY

Material 4X palm for
increased strength
arid durability.

WITH

Serious gardeners, meet Ethel’s more serious glove. Featuring breathable knit construction and a fall
palm waterproof grip, the Garden Utility Glove allows yoa to comfortably and fashionably handle more
daunting gardening tasks like digging and planting. With your hands inside the Garden Utility Glove,
you’ll quickly see that it’s not about the work to be done; it’s abnat the glove you’re wearing. ep#d

Lovingly crafted from bamboo and synthetic leather (no suede here), this beauty is the ‘little black
dress’ of the Ethel collection. The sleek, black front provides an elegant contrast to the caramel-colored
palm and reinforced fingertips.

AVAILABLE COLORS__________

AVAILABLE SIZES

AVAILABLE COLORS

S/M-L!nL

• ETH-B4ueLAcK

ETH-KOWG HEATHER

‘

‘I,

—

-

-______________

AVAILAVI F SI7FS

L)

B AM B 0 0
Moisture wicking bamboo
fabric on fop of band with
extended cuff.

CGMFOCT
Machine washable
synthetic leaf he’ palm

BA lvi B0 0 UTI LITY CE

cI
CEI\HER PAL

L1t ..

Fenu;oe leather for
comfort and protection.

LEATHER GLOVE

Natural doesn’t mean boring, especially when it comes to our Bamboo Color collection. Lovingly crafted
from bamboo and synthetic leather (no suede here(, our popular glove comes in two earth-inspired
shades. i—pa

Treat your hands to a more gracious gardening experience with Ethel’s distinctive Leather Glove.
Durable bamboo on top meets luxurious goat skin on the palm to give you the most sophisticated glove
on the block. This stylish pair exemplifies Ethels commitment to function and protection all wrapped
up in a beautifully refined package
—

AVAILABLE COLORS

-

JAVAILABLE SIZES

AVAILABLE COLORS

—

—

SIZES

-

—

A

[TH-BS SAGE

ErH-BBC cocoA

S-BE

• ETH-BI Ant EN

S-L
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_J

I ik
Moisture w ck ng banituno
fabric or tel) of hand with
cotendeut cuff.

6JJ SUSAN G. KOMEN

BAMBOO

COMFORT
Long. easy no-uff cuff
design wit Ii full
elastic closure.

There’s no limit to what can be accomplished when wearing Ethel Gloves. Join us as we support the
Susan G. Komen Foundation and breast cancer awareness by purchasing our limited edition pink ribbon
glove. Crafted with breathable stretch fabric and synthetic suede, this blush pink glove with chestnut
palm and fingertips makes an important statement while keeping your hands protected. Wear Ethel
for the cure. iOomi
AVAILABLE COLORS

JAVAILABLE SIZES

SGK-14 PINK

S-CL

I

:JJ

SNAG RESISTANT
Snag resisfavf
matriaI protects from fingers
to forearni length cuff.

[(1/p
L

ROSE 4X

WITH

MATERIAL4X

PUNCTURE
RF.’;TI1 iPL’1
Material 4X palm
offers better puncture
resistance tliao leather.

Our best-selling Rose Glove just gut better. Now made with puncture-resistant Material 4X on the
palm and fingertips, the Ethel Rose Glove offers even greater resilience against thorns and branches.
New caramel-colored palm and fingertips accent the lightweight and breathable nylon floral print,
keeping hands and arms cool, dry and sophisticated.
AVAILABLE COLORS
EnH-GNT GOLD

AVAILABLE SIZES
S-xL
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